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Random Thoughts
By: Chief Robert Turpel

The article I am presenting to you is
based on approximately 38 years of
public safety experience, education,
training, and learning from mistakes. Through this time, I have
functioned as a firefighter/
paramedic, lieutenant, captain, battalion chief, deputy chief, and chief.
At one point in my career, I served
as a public safety officer, where I
performed such duties as police officer, investigator, evidence technician, firefighter, paramedic, and
regional SWAT team member. I
hope you enjoy these random
thoughts and that they help you experience life in the safest manner
possible. These thoughts are as they
say, random. They are in no special
order or priority.
When an emergency vehicle approaches from behind, in most cases, pull over to the right side of the
road and stop as soon as it is safe to
do so.
Understand
how
your
alarm
and
sprinkler
systems
oper-

ate. Assure that regular maintenance
is up-to-date. Be able to trouble
shoot problems. Check your smoke
and carbon monoxide (CO) detectors regularly.
Practice situational awareness every
second of your life. This doesn’t
mean you should be paranoid; however do not become an unnecessary
victim of your environment.
Know how to perform CPR, operate
an automated external defibrillator
(AED), and take a first aid class.
Remember to keep your certification
current. Make sure your babysitter
and any other caregiver to your family is also trained.
Post your address
conspicuously on
your property.
Slow down, wear your seatbelt,
don’t text and drive, and be sure to
maintain the ability to hear the
sounds around you while driving.
Do not tailgate or follow too closely. Minimize the use of cell phones
and make it hands free when you
must use them. Do not drive after
drinking or taking drugs, including
prescription medication that impairs
judgment.
Slow down when approaching emergency scenes or work zones. Con-

centrate/
focus on
your driving and be
prepared to
stop and
follow directions,
also avoid
changing
lanes unnecessarily.
A cell phone in an emergency does
you no good if you don’t have it
with you, know where you are
(situational awareness), or have a
dead battery.
Clear the brush around your driveway so the area is wide enough for
emergency vehicles to gain access.
Also remember, overhead brush is
beautiful but some of these fire
apparatus and ambulances are very
tall.
Respect perimeters around emergency scenes. The yellow tape that
says ‘do
not
cross’
or ‘do
not enter’ means just that.
Be your own patient advocate.
Question care that does not make
sense.
Continued on page 5...

Interesting Calls
By: Battalion Chief Marc Small
In April, LGFPD firefighters responded to a chimney fire on
Route 83 in Long Grove. Responding were a battalion
chief, 3 off-duty chiefs, pumper/squad, 3000 gallon water
tender (due to no fire hydrants), and an ambulance. Automatic aid (auto aid) from Buffalo Grove FD, Palatine FD,
Lake Zurich FRD, Palatine Rural FPD, Arlington Heights
FD, Lincolnshire-Riverwoods FPD, and Prospect Heights
FD. On arrival, the battalion chief found heavy fire from the
front of the 2-story home. A hose line was quickly advanced to the front of the house, extinguishing the main
body of fire. Other firefighters checked on the 4 occupants
of the home who had been waiting outside. Firefighters
went inside the home to check for additional fire, after an
extensive check (called overhaul) none was found. The
homeowners reported that several dogs were in the basement; all 8 were successfully rescued. The residents were
evaluated at the scene by paramedics with no apparent injuries or complaints and no other injuries reported. Cause was
determined to be a dirty flue pipe that ran from a wood
burning stove up through the roof. The home was deemed
uninhabitable and the occupants went to a friend’s house to
stay temporarily.
Firefighters responded auto aid to Lake Zurich FD, Palatine
FD, Lincolnshire-Riverwoods FPD, Countryside FPD, and
Libertyville FD to help with fires during April.
In May, firefighters responded to a reported deck fire on
Country Club Drive in Long Grove. Responding were the
fire chief, an off-duty chief, pumper/squad, water tender,
and an ambulance. Auto aid came from Buffalo Grove FD,
Palatine FD, Lake Zurich FRD, Palatine Rural FPD, Arlington Heights FD, Lincolnshire-Riverwoods FPD, and Prospect Heights FD. The engine crew reported a small fire on
the deck behind a grill. Crews extinguished it using a pressurized water fire extinguisher. The homeowner stated they
where cooking several hours ago and accidentally left the
grill on, catching the deck rail on fire (it was only inches
from the rear of the barbeque grill). Damage was limited to
the railing.
In May, firefighters responded to a reported fire on Nichols
Road in unincorporated Arlington Heights. Responding
were a battalion chief, fire chief, pumper/squad, water tender, and an ambulance. Auto aid came from Buffalo Grove
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FD, Palatine FD, Lake Zurich FRD, Palatine Rural FPD,
Arlington Heights FD, and Barrington FD. First arriving
units found moderate smoke coming from a 3rd floor window of a 6-unit multi-family building. Firefighters stretched
a hose line to an upstairs apartment to investigate. Crews
found a fire in a rear bedroom and extinguished it. No one
was in the apartment at the time and no injuries reported. The
cause of the fire was determined to be a plug-in deodorizer
that caught the nearby mattress on fire.
Firefighters responded auto aid to Crystal Lake FD, Palatine
FD, Countryside FPD, and Wauconda FPD during May.
In June, firefighters responded to a reported fire on Old
McHenry Road in Long Grove. Responding were the fire
chief, 2 off-duty chiefs, pumper/squad, water tender, and an
ambulance. Auto aid came from Buffalo Grove FD, Palatine
FD, Lake Zurich FRD, Palatine Rural FPD, LincolnshireRiverwoods FPD, Prospect Heights FD, Barrington FD,
Wauconda FPD, Countryside FPD, Libertyville FD, Deerfield-Bannockburn FPD, and Wheeling FD. First arriving
units witnessed heavy smoke coming from the attic of the 2story restaurant. A hose line was advanced in the front door
and discovered heavy fire in the kitchen. The fire was extinguished while a second hose line was taken around back to a
rear entrance leading upstairs to an unoccupied apartment.
Smoke and heavy fire were found in a ventilation chase that
led into the attic. The fire was extinguished in the chase and
then in the attic. Crews spent over an hour overhauling the
structure. After the fire was reported out, extensive damage
to the cooking area and to the upstairs apartment was found.
One restaurant employee was treated for smoke inhalation
from attempting to extinguish the fire. The restaurant remains closed but hopes to reopen soon.
Another June response was to a reported fire on Chickamauga in Long Grove. Responding were a battalion chief, 3 offduty chiefs, pumper/squad, water tender, and an ambulance.
Auto aid came from Buffalo Grove FD, Palatine FD, Lake
Zurich FRD, Palatine Rural FPD, Lincolnshire-Riverwoods
FPD, Prospect Heights FD, Barrington FD, Countryside
FPD, and Wheeling FD. First arriving units witnessed heavy
smoke coming from the front door of the single story home.
The homeowner was standing outside stating she had a fire
in the basement. Firefighters advanced a hose line in the
Continued on page 3..
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front door and down the stairs into the basement to find
heavy fire in a utility room. It was extinguished but the fire
had spread through the ceiling space above the drywall into
the floor joists. Firefighters spent over 3 hours overhauling
the structure. The fire caused extensive damage to the utility
and storage rooms in the basement. Moderate smoke damage was throughout the structure. The home was declared
uninhabitable and the homeowner was able to find temporary housing. The fire was caused by a short in the main
electric panel. No injuries reported.
Firefighters responded auto aid to Lake Zurich FRD, Palatine FD, Buffalo Grove FD, Prospect Heights FD, and
Wauconda FPD in June.
In July, firefighters responded to a report of 2 workers
trapped in a manhole on Route 53 south of Old McHenry
Road in Long Grove. Responding were the fire chief, an off
-duty chief, pumper/squad, an on-duty confined space technician, and an ambulance. Confined space technicians responded auto aid from Buffalo Grove FD, LincolnshireRiverwoods FPD, Libertyville FD, Lake Zurich FRD, and
Wauconda FPD. Ambulances from Palatine Rural FPD,
Deerfield-Bannockburn FPD, and Highwood FD also responded. When firefighters arrived, one worker was found
in the manhole just below the opening being held by a Lake
County Sheriff’s deputy and a bystander. The victims were
working on a blocked sewer line when one of them became
overcome by hydrogen sulfide fumes (sewer gas). The second worker went down into the hole in an attempt to rescue
his coworker; he was unable to lift him and soon became
overcome. Lake County Sheriff’s deputy arrived and with
the assistance of the bystander, who called 9-1-1, they held
onto the worker who was unable to climb the rest of the
way out of the manhole. The worker was pulled up and out
of the hole by firefighters. The second worker was lying at
the bottom of the manhole. The confined space technician
climbed down to the injured worker wearing full protective
equipment including breathing apparatus. He was able to
attach a rescue rope to the victim and the firefighters at the
top of the hole hoisted. Both victims where transported to
local hospitals. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) was notified as well as Lake County Public Works. Both agencies responded to the scene. OSHA
performed a formal investigation on the incident.
Another July response sent firefighters to a reported fire on
Nichols Road in Unincorporated Arlington Heights. Responding were a battalion chief, 2 off-duty chiefs, pumper/

squad, water tender, and an ambulance. Auto aid came from
Buffalo Grove FD, Palatine FD, Lake Zurich FRD, Palatine
Rural FPD, and Barrington FD. First arriving units reported
moderate smoke coming from a 1st floor window in the rear
of the 6-unit multi-family apartment building. Stretching a
hose line to the rear of the building, crews were met by a
resident telling them a fire was in the utility room. Crews
made their way to the utility room, forced the door open, and
found a fully involved heavy fire; the room was extinguished
quickly. The next half hour was spent on overhaul with no
hidden fire found. The apartment adjacent to the fire room
had smoke in it, which was removed by using electric fans.
The utility room, housing the electric meters and water lines
into the building, suffered extensive damage. ComEd responded to the scene, cut the power to the damaged equipment and to all 6 apartments. Water lines were also damaged
leaving no running water. No injuries were sustained, but all
19 residents were displaced due to no electric or water. The
American Red Cross assisted the residents with temporary
housing. The fire was determined to be suspicious in nature.
Firefighters responded auto aid to Buffalo Grove FD, Deerfield-Bannockburn FPD, Barrington FD, Lake Zurich FRD,
and Palatine Rural FPD in July.
In August, firefighters responded to a reported fire on Victorian Lane in Long Grove. Responding were a battalion chief,
2 off-duty chiefs, pumper/squad, water tender, and an ambulance. Auto aid came from Buffalo Grove FD, Palatine FD,
Lake Zurich FRD, Fox Lake FPD, Lincolnshire-Riverwoods
FPD, Prospect Heights FD, Countryside FPD, Libertyville
FD, Mundelein FD, Arlington Heights FD, DeerfieldBannockburn FPD, Lake Forest FD, and Wheeling FD. First
arriving units witnessed heavy fire blowing out the 3-car
garage. The rear of a vehicle outside the garage was on fire.
Crews pulled a hose line and extinguished the car fire, then
focused their efforts on the garage. A 2nd hose line was
stretched inside the home to check for fire extension inside.
A 3rd line was stretched to extinguish the cedar shake roof
that was on fire. Only about 3000 gallons of water was used
to extinguish the fire. Crews worked for over an hour and a
half overhauling the fire. No fire reported in the home but
there were several hot spots under the roof shingles. There
was extensive fire damage to the garage, the two vehicles
inside, and smoke throughout the home. The homeowners
did not request any assistance with temporary housing.
Firefighters responded auto aid to Buffalo Grove FD, Wheeling FD, Deerfield-Bannockburn FPD, and Lake Zurich FRD
in August.
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Meet Our Fire Service Family...
By: Lieutenant Mark Gates

To do the best job possible you have to hire the best. We are proud of our top personnel, so in each
newsletter we feature a few of our finest firefighters, who are part of our team and fire service family.

Firefighter/Paramedic Clark Pound entered the fire service in 1988 with the Fox
Lake Fire Department. FF/PM Pound went to the Buffalo Grove Fire Department in
1990 as a full-time member; he remains there today and is an acting Lieutenant
when needed. He came to the LGFPD in 2007 as a part-time firefighter/paramedic.
Since entering the fire service he has become a fire apparatus engineer.
During his off duty time Clark enjoys bowling, softball, and running. This year he
completed the Chicago marathon. As a devoted father of four he spends as much
time as he can with his children.

Firefighter/Paramedic John Jason began his fire service career with the Prospect
Heights Fire Department in 1986. He then moved to Itasca FD in 1988 before settling into his full-time career at Buffalo Grove FD in 1991 (where he continues to
work), he then came to LGFPD in 1999 as a part-time firefighter/paramedic. He has
also worked part-time as a paramedic at Great America.
Since beginning his fire service career FF/PM Jason has become involved in the
Critical Incident Stress Debriefing team helping other emergency workers process
stress in a healthy way following tragic incidents. He is a preceptor for paramedic
students helping them reach their potential during paramedic training.
When John is not working he loves to spend time with his wife and two sons. He is
an avid fisherman, also enjoying golf and following professional sports.

LGFPD Mission Statement
To provide residents, owners, businesses, and visitors within the Long Grove Fire Protection District, and any
recognized emergency agency requesting automatic/mutual aid, with the safest, effective, efficient, comprehensive, and customer focused Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Medical Services possible. This high level of professional services will not be limited in scope to emergency situations only, but will encompass the broader spectrum of public safety, to include Public Education, Fire Inspections, and all other support services.
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Have a detailed understanding of your personal medications, medical history, and physicians.

tools, exercising, playing in the yard, using chemicals, cooking, etc.
Make sure you have up-to-date fire insurance.

We are here to help, call us if you need us. If you are
contemplating whether you need us or not…you
need us.

Ensure that Do Not Resuscitate Orders (DNR) and
living wills are available and updated.

Do not take unnecessary chances or risks, bad things
can and will happen to you. Don’t be complacent
regarding safety.

Stop and see us at the firehouse, ask us questions.
Read our newsletter. There is a tremendous amount
of valuable information within its pages.

It sounds corny, but do not leave someone you care
about on bad terms. Always leave with a kind word,
you never know when it is your last chance seeing
them alive.

Make sure you and your children know how to call
9-1-1 and give proper information… including a
street address rather than an RFD (private) address.

Develop and
practice a home
escape plan.
Once you are
out, stay out.
If you are involved in an
accident, don’t
become a victim of a second accident. Attempt to pull off into a
safe area and call for help. If it is safe to do so, remain in your vehicle.
React to alarms immediately, do not wait until you
see fire or smoke…now you are too late.
Make sure car seats are installed properly. We have
trained technicians.
Conduct safety inspections of your home and make
necessary corrections. We are happy to assist you in
this endeavor.
Watch for fall hazards and cooking hazards where
the elderly are concerned.
Set an example for your children. Wear protective
equipment when appropriate to do so. Helmets.
Gloves. Pads. This pertains to sports, bicycling, motorcycling, and other physical activities.
Practice basic safety in your daily lives. Whether it
is crossing the street, working with hand and power

You will have a much better chance during
an emergency if you stay calm and practice
critical thinking.
Do not abuse alcohol or drugs…ever.
Truly be a part of your loved ones’ and
friends’ lives. Listen and watch for any signs
of mental illness.
Don’t follow an ambulance too close to the
hospital and follow all traffic laws. Don’t
pull out in front of an emergency vehicle in an attempt to race with us. Instruct children to stay put
and watch emergency vehicles,
and not run towards the street.
Help us with the maintenance
of fire hydrants. Keep them
clear of high brush and snow.
Report any problems or damage
that you may see concerning
them.
Weekend warriors attempting
to perform electric, plumbing,
heating, and other ‘trade’ related jobs have caused
numerous problems resulting in emergency responses. Know your stuff if you are going to complete this
type of work.
If you are going to be away from home for an extended period of time, have your house checked regContinued on page 6..
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ularly. Periodically
update key
holder information. Remember a
key box
(Knox Box) is an option available to ensure easy and
secure access to your home.
If you see something that is questionable, react to it, and
call the proper authorities. Do not assume someone else
has already called.
Be aware of hostile weather events. Take appropriate
shelter.
Educate yourself on lightening rods and determine if
they are right for you and your home.
Ensure annual maintenance is conducted on all mechanical systems within
your home. This includes your fireplace/chimney.
If you are presently living within a
wildland urban interface area, be sure a defensible space
(adequate landscaped area) surrounds the perimeter of
your home in case a brush fire occurs.
Be prepared. Have emergency kits assembled and ready
for immediate use for each
family member. Check the
contents regularly for seasonal appropriateness. Include the federally recommended minimum of 72
hours worth of water and
food.
Learn more about preparedness by attending CERT
classes and consider volunteering for our local CERT
team that is utilized in emergency situations (when nor-
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mal emergency responders
request help) and local
events.
Follow your local open burn
ordinances, this includes
obtaining proper permits.
Follow appropriate rules and
safety precautions.
Aggressively monitor your
health. Keep up-to-date important health information
posted on your refrigerator
for easy access in an emergency. Contact us for a preprinted form and magnetic pouch.
Remember, you can always have your blood pressure
monitored at the fire station. Make sure you take your
medicine as directed.
Building fire codes have been developed for safety reasons. Please follow the laws to help ensure your safety
and avoid disastrous consequences.
Check on your elderly friends, family, and neighbors often…especially at times of inclement weather and associated utility outages.
You must think ahead and forecast potential problems/
accidents. See them before they happen and make the
appropriate adjustments. This is especially true when
dealing with children.
I hope these random
thoughts have stimulated a thought process
within you. I know people can do everything
‘right’ and still fall victim to an emergency
situation. However, by
following the ideas expressed your exposure
to ‘bad events’ will be
drastically reduced.
Take care and be safe!

My Experience at IFSA Burn Camp
By: FF/PM Katie Hayes

This year I was given the chance and honor to join an
amazing “family”, the Illinois Fire Safety Alliance
(IFSA) Camp Duncan “I Am Me” Burn Camp family.
Camp “I Am Me” is held every year during the third
week of June. It is a week long camp for kids ages 8-16
who are burn survivors and have experienced a burn
injury requiring hospitalization. Camp is held at the
YMCA Camp Duncan in Lake County, Illinois. The
facility provides the setting for a great week of camp,
but it is also the people that make the experience worth
while. Camp gives the burn survivors the opportunity to
share their experiences and get to
know other kids who are burn survivors like them. It is a place they can
go and not have to worry about the
scars they may have and what others will think about their appearance.
There are many activities that the
campers can participate in, including swimming, row boating, canoeing, fishing, archery, crafts, horseback riding, four square, climbing
tower, high ropes course, teams
course, basketball, and volleyball.
When the campers and counselors
have free time it is spent bonding
with one another, playing corn hole,
Frisbee, throwing a football around,
making friendship bracelets, and even sitting around the
camp fire making s’mores.
There is no cost to the children’s families, and transportation is provided to and from the camp for those who
may not have it available. This is all made possible
through generous donations that the program receives
over the course of the year.
The volunteers/counselors at camp come from all kinds
of backgrounds; some work within the medical field as
a firefighter, paramedic, nurse, or doctor. Some work

within the education area as teachers and counselors,
and a handful are burn survivors themselves.
I can not explain in words the amazing experience and
life lessons that these volunteers and campers showed
me. I was able to work with two experienced counselors and had the joy of having eight 14-16 year old girls
in my cabin. These girls have been through a tremendous amount of heartache, and most came from low income troubled homes. It was such a joy watching these
girls bond and grow as young adults over the course of

just seven days. These girls showed me that no matter
what troubles you come across in life, it is your spirit
and positive energy that makes the outcome as good as
it can be. It doesn’t matter how you dress, or look, or
the material things that you own. What matters is how
you feel about yourself and the respect that you give
others. If you put your mind to it, you can truly accomplish anything in life. I am so glad I was able to experience this amazing camp, and I know that I have made
friends for life and will continue to go until I am no
longer able to.
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MDA “Fill the Boot” 2013

Calendar
of Events

By: Firefighter/Paramedic Katie Hayes

LGFPD participated in the Muscular Dystrophy Association’s “Fill the Boot” campaign. Firefighters volunteered their time to stand at the intersection of Old
McHenry at Route 22 and the intersection of Route 53
at Route 83 to collect money for MDA research. The
boot drive was held on two days with each day being a
great success on collected donations. Our first day’s
collection, on July 19, raised $2,037.01 in donations.
The second day, August 16, raised another $1,291.75.
We are proud to send these generous donations from the
community to the MDA. Thanks to this wonderful public support, these funds will go towards research and
finding a cure for the many muscular diseases that affect so many people.

October 12
November 7
December 3
December 5
January 9
February 6
March 4
March 6
April 10

Open House
CPR/AED Class
First Aid Class
CPR/AED Class
CPR/AED Class
CPR/AED Class
First Aid Class
CPR/AED Class
CPR/AED Class

Classes begin at 6 pm. Class fees
are $15 for residents of LGFPD,
$30 for non-residents. Call Katie
Hayes for additional information at
847-634-3143.

